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Abstract 

A model for predicting the values of interfacial area from'liquid hold-up is presented for varioui%&: 
and shapos of packings ge~lerally cinploycd in laboratoricn and inb t ry .  The value of the liquid hold- 
up has been cvaluatcd from the vcriical surface model and random angle n~odel proposed by Davidson. 
Thc calculated values are in good agreement with the reported values of wetted area and interfacial area 
(maximum value) oblained by the chemical method. It is observed that with the increase in size of the 
packing, the packing behaves as a vertical surface. The reported values of interfacial area for physical 
absorption and evaporation are also compared with the calculated values. 
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1. Introduction 

Design of mass transfer equipment and  the prediction of rates of absorption into reacting 
solutions require the knowledge of mass transfer coefficients of individual phases an.d 
the interfacial area. 

Experimental data o n  the performance of absorption towers are  usually reported 
a s  volumetric mass transfer coefficients (k,a o r  k ~ a ) .  The volumetric coefficienls a n  
be easily determined by physical absorption measurements. Separation of these 
volumetric coefficients into ' kL ' or ' kG ' and  ' a  ' requires the knowledge of either 
individual mass transfer coefficient (kL o r  kc) o r  specific interfacial lirea. 

Several investigators visnalized the interfacial area of the liquid in a packed tower 
t o  consist of the surfaces o f  both rapidly moving streams and  quiescent accumulations. 
The thickness and the speed of the liquid layer will also vary from point to point. I n  
the case of physical absorption, the effective interfacial area is that  of the rapidly moving 
liquid, since the thin and slow moving parts of the liquid layer will become saturated 
with dissolved gas. These parts of the surface may contribute little t o  interfacial area 
for physical absorption. O n  the other hand, in evaporation experimeats all parts of 
the liquid surface will be effective. Thus, the effective interfacial area for  evaporation 



will be more Lhan that for physical absorptioil (Yoshida and Koyanagil). Shuliiian 
ct id? discussed the ab>orp:ion e~periments of annnoniz into water and solutions of 
sulfuric acid. It was observed that the value of inle~facial arca obtained (Train kGa 
illeasurements) increased with acid concentration tending to a constant valuc \\hen 
the concentration of the acid reached a value of 2 M. This is an indication of diKcl-ence 
in interfacial area effective for physical absorption an6 absorption accompa~.ied by 
chemical reaction. Jooslen and Danckwertsa ar.d Pat\vardl~a~~Qiscus~cd the dtW- 
rences in interfacial area for physiczl absorpiio~i and absorption with chci1:ic:il icsction. 

Davidrond observed that the values oi' iirlzrhcial area arc much less than tbc belted 
areas, tbc difference being nluch more inarkcd in the cabe of sma.ller rmgs. Also, suifacc 
tendon forces arc able to retain comparatively large volumes of water belwcen the I iog?, 
tllcieby filling up the pore space, ar.d welling tlx solid aurface without exposina ili::ih 
interface. It is also possible that with the smaller rings theic arc stagnar,l pockets 
of gab within the packing, so that some O C  the liquid su~face is not accessible to thc gas 
flowin: through the tower. 0i:di ct 01' I m e  shown that the values of uetied aica u,. 
are equal to the values of interfacial area obtained. by absorbing CO, into solutions 
of NaOtl. 

A model has been presented here ro evaluate the interfacial area for n;ass lrana[er 
o p ~ a t i o n  in packed towers from liquid hold-up for four diffcrcat types of packing 
(Rahchig rings, Berl saddles, Pall rings a rd  Intaloa saddles). 

The liquid hold-up is ail iinporlant charactcristic of packii'g owing to it& rcl;ition to 
the wetted at-ea, pressure drop and ilooding cImsacre~~istics. Fumas and Eclllnger', 
Jesser and Elgin': showed that the hold-up varicd fi-om 0.94 to 0.74 power of liquid 
rate. Shuimnan eiol' measured the total hold-up by ueighing thc column packing 
while liquid Aorv was maintained. The opcraling hold-up was obtained by ded:icling 
the static hold-up. Thc sti!tic ho!d-up was ineasured as Lhc weigiit oi' 11quld rctained 
%hen the column had drained to a constant weight. Shulman fetal" observed that the 
operating ho!d-up is independent of the nature of thc packing surface. whelea:, t!?c 
rtatic hold-up may vary with the porosity of thc material of thc packing. Broz and 
Kolars observed that for low liquid flow ratca the hold-up is almost constant a11d ineriaaes 
only near the Rooding, and gar Row sate hzr little ellect. Molwnta and Laddha"' proposed 
a correlation for operating hold-up based on the velocily of liquid (based 011 empty 
column) and the number of pieces pcr cubic foot. Otake ~ n d  OkediP proposcd dimen- 
sionless correlation for operating hold-up iil a bcd oI" Raschig rings a i d  Bell saddles. 
Varrier and Raol' correlation appears to be a illodiilcatio~i or Otake a11d Okada" corre- 
latlon. 

David\oiPhbtained a correlation based on theoretical cdnsiderationr. Thesc iiivesti- 
gation5 showed tkat thc hold-up depends mainly on thc sizc of thc packing. Rut staiic 
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hold-up is nlore on the sn~aller packings owing to the quantity of liquid held by cqAiary 
forces at the points of contact of the packing and these points or  contact will be moie for 
smaller size packings. 

3. Development of the moZel 

In an absorption tower liquid usually flows as a film over the surface of a solid packing 
and exposes a large area for absorption. The thickness and velocity of the film are 
normally such t l a t  the flow is streamlined. For laminar flow over a vertical plate, the 
velocity profile is given as" 

where ' I I I  ' is the film thickness. 

The maximum velocity exists at a point farthest from the wall (at x = 0) is given by 

The average volunletric flow rate of liquid (Q) is given by 

where w = width of the film. 

Average velocity, Vn ,,, = 
Total flow rate 

Total cross-sectional area 

I11 eqn. (4), V, is a fuilction only of x and not of y. Therefore 

Expressing V, in terms of x 
m 
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Substitutinp, the value of (V,),,, from eqii. (6) into eqn. (3), the volun~etric flow 
rate, 

0 = ~ 8 % ~  ,,,>7, ;= ~ ~ " r n ~  , 

- 3~ 3/1 
(7) 

From eqii. (71, film thickness, 'm ' ,  is given hy 

I-hncc fur 11 given mars flow rate L,,, = n Q p / l ~  the Nm thickness 

whc:c a ;. surkce area per unit volume cn~:icm%aiid L, = inass flow rate g/cmL sec. 
The Reynolds number for vertical surfaces is given by 

Re, = 1L,,:'ap. 

The Grashof number, Gr = gd3]v'. Eqn. (8) can be written in terms of Re, and Gr, 
an 

r i  hme '8 is the ciaracteristic length of the packing. I t  is assunled that the solid packbigs 
arc nude up of large number of either vertical surfaces of height ' d', or consistirg of 
a hrge number of surfaces inclined at an angle to the horizontal and each of length 
' d ' ,  adequately and equally wetted by the liquid. 

A method of prediction of interfacial area from Davidson's vertical surface (VS) 
model and random angle (RA) model is presented here. Davidson predicted the hold-up 
of liquid using Higbie's  assumption^^^. In the vertical surface model, the packing is 
assilmed to consist of a numbe: of vertical surfaces of height ' d '  (characteristic length 
of t h  picking) ahe:eas in the random angle model, the pachiug is assumed to consist 
of a number of inclined surfaces, eac? of length ' d', the inclination l o  horizontal being 
random. 

The mean film thickness ' m ' in terms of operating liquid hold-up ' h ' (tctal volume 
of liquid within unit vclume of tower) was given by Davidsoii as: 
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Combining eqns. (9) and (lo), the hold-up for the vertical surface model is given by: 

livs = 0.909 ad [Ret/Gr]"J. (11) 

Substituting for Rel and Gr, eqn. (11) becomes 

hys = 0.115 [Lln,~~2/P2]1i' 

where 

Similarly, the hold-up from Davidson's random angle model is given by 

ha, = 1.217 ad (Re/Gr)lfZ (13) 

where Re is the Reynolds number for random packing 

= 2nL,/u,u. 

Substituting for Re and Gr in eqn. (13), 

hnn = 0.226 [L,,,pa2/pr]l'3. 

From the definition of hold-up, h (volume of liquid held per unit volume of packing) 
and the voidage, E (free space available for gas and liquid per unit volume of packing) 
the volume occupied by the liquid per unit volume of tower is 

Vvs = hvsl. ( 1 3  

v,, = h,,/e (1 6 )  

In packed towers considerable amount of liquid is in the form of liquid held between 
packings (particularly in smaller size packings) and in the form of thin films, which 
do  not contribute significantly to mass transfer in the case of physical absorption. This 
may be due to the fact that thin and slow moving films get saturated. However, 
these will be contributing to mass transfer in evaporation and absorption with chemical 
reaction due to the absence of concentration gradients in the liquid phase. Thus, the 
interfacial area effective for evaporation and for absorption with chemical reaction 
will be more than that of the physical absorption alone. The interfacial area obtained 
by chemical method refers to the maximum value which is independent of reactant 
concentration. 

An attempt has been made to evaluate the effective interfacial area available for 
evaporation and absorption with chemical reaction as follows : The interfacial area 
is assumed to be the surface area of a sphere occnpying the volume of liquid hold-up 
(Vvs and V,,). Thus if the total liquid is ' V' then the surface area is evaluated as: 
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7 : (3 ~ / 4 n ) '  13. (18) 

Thc surfacc area of the sphere 

57.4 == 4zP. 

Snbstituting for ' 1.' from eqn. (18) 

SA : 4x (3 V!4n)"' 

= 4.8387 ( V)"". 

Tile interfacial area is evaluated for various packings from the volume of liquid hold- 

up. Thoug!~ the netted area c range from 20-807; of the total surface area, the eflective 
interfacial ama could be n ~ u c l ~  less because of the liquid hold-up in the packmgs. As 
the hold-up varies with the size of the packing (d) an attemp1 has been made to account 
f i r  the extra contribution to interfacial area due to reaction considering the size of the 
packing. From Ll~e daia collecied this extra contribution to intcrfacial area (as) is eati- 
mated, takinz into account the size of the packing. Comparing the value of SA with 
the literature data on wetted area and interfacial area for absorption with chemical 
reaction it \vas h ~ n d  that the area in excess of SA could be empirically ]-elated lo the 
nominal size of the packing (d) as: 

The efectivc intcri'acial area for ph)sical absorption based on vertical surface model 
hold-up volume Si-om eqn. (30) is 

I.& = 4.8387 ( i ' v s ) E ' "  (22) 

and that based on random angle model is 

1:IR, -z 4-8387 (VBA)"". (23) 

The efktive interfacial area for absorption with chemical reaction and evaporation 
based on vertical surfacc model hold-up volume and that based on random angle 
model From eqns. (20) and (21) can be written as 

4. Rsdts  and discussion 

For four types of packings, viz., Raschig rings, Berl saddles. Paii rings and Intalox 
sddles, the value? of interfacial area from eqns. (22), (23), (24) and (25) have been 
calculated. The geometric surface area of the packing is calculated Crom the shape 
factor ' a, Dp' given by Onda et dl4 .  These valnes are given in Table 1, along with 
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the valucs of voidage (i). Thc phyical properties for water have been used in all the 
calculations as most or  ihe propi-ties of solutions lie in the same region. 

Table I 

Values of Voidage ( e )  and shape factor (at Dp) 

Packing Silape Voidage (t) 
factor a, D, 

for sires (cm) 

1.27 2.54 3-81 5.08 7.62 10.16 

Berl saddles 5 . 6  0.65 0.69  0.72 .. 

Pall rings 5 .8  0.73 0.76 0.78 . . 0-82 

Intalox saddles 7.1 0.78 0.77 0-80 0.79 .. 

5. Effective interfacial area for cvaporation aud absorption with chemical reaction 

The value; of eKectivc interfacial area from eqns. (24) and (25) based on vertical 
surface model (JAYS) and random angle model (JAR,) for absorption with chemical 
reaction and evaporation arc given in Tables I1 to V. 

The wetteti surhce area (a,) of the packinp is calculated from Onda's equations : 

The wetted areas calculated from this equation lor various shapes and sizes of packing 
are given in Tahles TI to V. They include the values of effective interfacial area 
calculated from eqns. (24) and (25) and the values of inte~ facial arca for theabsoiption 
of carbon dioxide in the temperature range 20-2SCC. Eqn. (26) is applicable within 
' 20;; error for ' a,a ' to the column packed with Kaschig rings, Bcrl saddles, ceramic - 
spheres, glass and polyvinyl chloride spheres. 

5.1. Raschig rings 

Tablc 11 indicates that the values of interracial area calcuiatcd by the use of vertical 
surface model are in good agl.eement with the calculated values of wetted area (Onda 
~t UP) and values of interfacial area. reported by Dancltwerts and Sharma15 up to the 
superficial liquid flow rate of 0.2 cni/sec. Above this superficial flow rate, the calcu- 



bated values of interfacial area by rilndcnl angle model leqn. (25)] are in good agree- 
ment 1~1th those valties of  wetted area (Onda ct UP) and interfacral area (Danchn.erls'") 
for 1.27 and 2.34 cm Raschig rinss. 

From Table iI it can be seen that the values of inrerfacial a!-e:i calculated based on 
vzrtimi surbce model [eqn (24)j are in good agreement wilb those value? or \jetted 
are1 (Onda et alj). These values are also reascnably satisra.ctory compared to those 
reported by Danckwerts :ind Sharma for 3.51 cm Raschig rings. It can : r l r i~  be 
observed that with rncrease irL size of the Raschig ringr, the packing behaves as a vertical 
surface. 

5 . 2 .  Bed saddles 

Fioin Table I11 it is evident that values of interfacial area for I .17 cm and 2.54 cm 
Rrrl saddles arc in good agreement with thoqe predicted from sqn. (26) (for wetted 
area). The above values arc in close agreement with those reported by Onda et nls 
for COrNaOH system. The values of wetted area presented in Table 111 for 3.81 cm 
Berl saddles are in good agreement with the values calculated from vertical surface 
model. 

5.3. Pall rings 

Table IV indicates that the values of interfacial area calculated from vertical surface 
mods1 asree reasonably well with the wettec! areas [eq~.. . @6)] lip to a superficial 
liquid Row rate of 0.2 cmn]sec. Beyond this superficial liquid flow rate, the values are 
in ngremmt aith those pd ic ted  by random angle model for 2.54 cm and 3.81 cm 
Pdl  rings. However, the values of interfacial area by chemical methodl%rc higher 
compared lo the values of interfacia! area calculalcd by random angle model. This 
n1:~y be due to the complex geometry of the Pall rings which may influence the liquid 
flow and the mixing characteristics. 

The values of interfacial area from vertical surface model are in good agreement 
with the valuer of wetted area [calculated from eqn. (26)] for 5.08 a r d  10.16cm Pall 
rings (Table IV). 

5.4 .  lnlalox saddles 

In rhe case of Intalnx saddles, the values of interfacial area calculated from random 
angle model for 1.27 cm and 2.54 cm sizes are lower than the values of wctted area 
teqn. (2611 and interfacial area reported by Danckwerts ar.d Sharmal! However, for 
sties 3.81 cm ard 5.04 cm, the values of interfacial area calculated by vertical surface 
model with 0.15 cm/sec and 0.2 cmkec superficial liquid Row r a t e  respectively are 
in good agreement with the values pf wetted area [cqn. (?@I. A b o ~ e  this superficial 
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Table I1 

Effective interfacial area of columns with Raschig rings (cm2/cm3) 

Superficial Interfacial area crn2:cmj Wetted ;!, deviations from columns 
liquid flow area 
rate, L Vertical Random Danckwerts cm2,cm' 2 & 5 3 & 5 3 & 4 
cm rec surface angle and eqn. (26) 

model model Sharmalj 
eqn. (24) cqn. (25) 

Size 1.21 cm 

0.05 0.9942 1.1989 0.75 24.56 37.44 

0.10 1.0924 1.3319 1 .00 8.46 24.92 

0.15 1,1587 1.4200 P I 3  2.18 20.42 

0.20 1.2090 1,4873 1-15 1.22 -n.91 17,97 2z.68 

0.40 1,3440 1.6682 1.51 l,54 -14.58 7.68 7.68 

0.60 1.4326 1.7877 1.81 1.73 -20.76 3-23 -1.25 

0.80 1,4681 1.8802 2.00 1.88 -28.03 0.00 - 6.37 

1.00 1.5575 1.9547 2.09 2.00 -28.42 1.95 - 6.9? 

Sue 2 cm 

0.05 0.6437 0,7376 0.51 20.77 30.86 

0.10 0.6665 O.S?71 0.62 6.98 25.04 

0.15 0,7105 0.8866 0.70 I .48 21.04 

0.20 0,7444 0.9490 0.72 0.76 - 2.10 19.92 24.13 

0.40 0.8358 1.0536 1.00 0.92 -10.07 12.68 5.09 

0.60 0.8953 1.1344 1.18 1.02 -13.93 11.22 - 4.02 

0.80 0,9413 1.1960 1.28 1.10 -16.86 8.03 - 7.02 

1 .OO 0.9790 1.2466 1.35 1.17 -19.51 6.14 - 8.29 

Size 3.81 cm 

0.05 0.4831 0,6036 0.37 23.41 38.70 
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Table I1 (contd.) 

Superficial Interfacial area cm3/cm3 Wetted %deviation kom columns 
lmuid flow -- A area 

rafe, L Vertical Random 
cmjscc surface angle 

modcl model 
eqn. (24) cqn. (25) 

-.. ~~. ~ 

Size 3.81 cm 

0.10 0.5414 

0.15 0.5801 

0.20 0.6102 

0.40 0.6595 

0.60 0.7122 

0.80 0,7824 

1.00 0.8118 

Size 5.08 cm 

0.05 0.3913 

0.10 0.4398 

0.15 0.4716 

0.20 0.4963 

0.40 0.5634 

0.60 0.6061 

0.80 0,6390 

I .N 0.6666 

Size 1.62 cm 

0.05 0.3098 

0.10 0.3504 

0.15 0.3642 

0.m 0.2977 

0.40 0.4528 

0.60 0.4893 

0.80 0,5173 

1.W 0.5399 

Danckwerts eni?/cm~ 2 & 5 
and eqn. 126) 
Sharmal" 
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Table 111 
Effective interfacial area with Berl saddles (cm'/cm8) 

Superficial Interfacial area cmz/cm3 
liquid flow 
rate, L Vertical 
cmlsec surface 

model 
eqn. (24) 

Size 1'27 cm 

0.05 1.06 

0'10 1.15 

0.15 I .21 

0.20 1.27 

0,40 I ,40 

0.60 1.50 

0.80 1.58 

1.00 1.65 

Size 2 5 4  ern 

0.05 0.64 

0.10 0.72 

0.15 0.77 

0.20 0.81 

0.40 0.92 

0.60 0.99 

0.80 1.04 

1.00 1 .07 

Size 3.81 cm 

0.05 0.50 

0.10 0.56 

0.15 0.60 

0.20 0.63 

0.40 0.71 

0.60 0.77 

0.80 0.81 

1.00 0 84 

Raudom 
angle 
model 
eqn. (25) 
-- -- 

1.29 

1.42 

1'50 

1'56 

1.75 

1 .88 

1.99 

2.09 

0.80 

0.90 

0.96 

1.01 

1.15 

1 ,Z4 

1.32 

1.38 

0.62 

0.71 

0.76 

0.80 

0.91 

0.98 

1.04 

1.09 

Wetted %deviation from columns 
area 
cm?/cm3 
eqn. (26) 224 4 
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Table IV 

Effective interfacial area wit11 Pall rings (cm%m3) 

Suoerficd Interfac~al area cmZ/cm" Wettcd %deviation from columns 
- 

crnlsec surface 
model 
eqn (24) 

liquid flow - -- 
rate, L Vertical 

- - 

Size 2.54 cm 

Size 3.81 rm 

0.05 0.3901 

0.10 0,5496 

0.15 0.5893 

0.20 0,6191 

0.40 0.7W 

0.60 0,7531 

0.80 0-7948 

1.00 0.8277 

Random 
angle 
model 
eqn. (25)  

0.7903 

0.8885 

0.9539 

1.0032 

1.1368 

1.2253 

1.2935 

1.3487 

O.hl.?l 

0-7062 

0,7549 

0.7865 

0.8949 

0.9670 

1,0222 

1.0672 

----- area ---- 
Danckwerts cm2/cm3 2 & 5 3 & 5 3 8 4 
and eqn. (26) 
Sharma'j 
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Table TV (confd.) 

Superficial Interfacial area cm',cm8 Werrcd % deila~ioo from columns 
liauid flow area 
rate, L Vertical 
cn~kec surface 

model 
eqn. (24) 

---- - -- --- 

S i ~ e  5 .OS en1 

0.05 0,4086 

0.10 0.4602 

0.15 0.4943 

0.20 0.5108 

0.40 0.5902 

0.60 0.6366 

0.80 0,6715 

1.00 0,7010 

Sire 10 .I6 crn 

0 .05  0.2695 

0.10 0,3060 

0.15 0.3303 

0.20 0.3487 

0.40 0.3983 

0 . 6 0  0.4312 

0 - 8 0  0.4570 

1.00 0.4770 

Random Da~wkwcrrs cmA/cnis 2 % 5 
an& and cq. (26) 
model Sharma'" 
eqn. (25) 

liquid flour rate, the values of netted area are in agreement with thosevaiues (Table V) 
cAculated from random angle model [eqn. (25)l. 

I n  this type of packing, the lower value of interfacial area could be explained due 
to complexity of the geometry of the packing as in the case of Pall rings. 
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Table V 

Effective interfacial area with htalox saddles (cmz/cm3) 

Superficial Interfacial area cm2/cm3 Wetted , % deviation from columns 
liquid flow area ------.- 

rate, L Vertical Random Danckwerts cmz/cnl3 2 & 5 3 & 5 3 & 4  
cm/sec sorface angle and cqn. (26) 

model model Sharma15 
aqn. (24) eqn. (253 

Sire 1.73 cm 

Size 2.54 cm 
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Table V (confd.) 

Superficial Interfacial arm cma/crn' Wetlcd D/: dcvniml from columns 
lquid flow area - 
rate, L Vertical Random Duickwerts c r n J / c n P 2  L8 5 3 re 5 3 & 4 
cm/sec surfxc anglc and eqn. (26) 

modd model Sbavma'j 
eqn. (24) eqn. (25) 

-~ ~ - .- . --  .~ 

Size 3 .81 cm 

0.05 0.5108 0 6409 0.48 0.03 25.11 

6. Effective interfacial area for physical absorption 

Thc values of effective interfacial area for physical absorption as given by Shulixan 
rt a1"based on Fellinger's data of NI-I, absorption in water) and the calculated values 
&om vertical surrace model [eqn. (22)] aregiven in Table V I  for Raschig rings and 
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Table VI 

Effective interfacial area for ph~sical absorption (m2/cm3) 

Supcriicial Size 1 cm Size 2.54 cm Size 3.81 cm Size 5.08 cm 
liquid flow -- ------- - 
rare, L From Shulman From Shulnlan From Shulman From Shulman 
emjsec eqn. (22) er a1 eqn. (22) er a1 eqn. (22) eta1 eqn. (22) er ol 

Raschip rings 

0.2. 0.809 

0.4 0,944 

0.6 1.033 

0.8 1.068 

I .O 1.157 

Berl saddles. From this table, it is observed that the values of effective inrerfacial 
area for physical absorption are less than those calculated from eqn. (22) for 
I . 2  cm Raschig rings and Berl saddles. This can be explained on  the basis of stagnant 
liquid (liquid trapped in pockets surrounding the points of contact) which inhibits 
further mass transfer. This stegnant liquid gets saturated quickly and becomes ineffective 
for mass transfer. 

The values of interfacial area calcula.ted from eqn. (22) are in good agreement 
with the reported values2 for 2.54 cm and 3.84 cm Raschig rings and are in reasonable 
agreement for 5.08 cm Raschig rings and 2.54 cm and 3.81 cm Beri saddles. 

The vzlues of interfacial area reported by Yoshida and Koyanagil [or absorption 
and vaporisition are given in Table V11 for 2.54 cm Raschig rings along with the values 
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Table VII 

Effective interfacial area for absorption and vaporisation on 2.54 cm Raschig rings 
kmVcm3) 

Superfsial 
liquid Row 
rate, L 
cmlsec 

Absorption Vaporisation 

Vertical 
surface 
model 
eqn. (22) 

Yoshidn 
and 
Koyanagi' 

Vmical Yophida 
surface and 
moilcl Koyanagi' 
eqn. (24) 

of iuterfxial area calculated by eqns. (22)  and (24). This table indicates that 
the reported values1 for interfacial area for absorption and vaporisation are in agree- 
ment with the calculated values except a t  the lower superficial liquid flc~17 rates.  hi^ 
is the case even with the values of interfacial area reported for mass transfer with 
chelnical reaction discussed earlier. 

7. Conclusions 

Ttie values or interfacial area of the various sires and shapes of packing from the vertical 
surface model and sandom angle model based on liquid hold-up have been found to be 
in good agreement with the reported values of wetted area by Onda et ai5 and the 
values of interfacial area by chemical metbodsL5 for Raschig rings and Berl saddles, 
Due to the complex nature of the packing geometry, the values are not in complete 
agreement for Pall rings and lntalox saddles. In addition, Davidson's model is strictly 
not applicable to Pall ring% lntalox saddle3 and Berl saddle?, as flow cannot take place 
in all directions. 

Nomenclature 

it, ti, -2 .geornelric surface area per unit volume. un','wn" 

0," -L wetted area per nnit voiume, c m ~ c m "  



hf. 5.  hl1lRJRY \ \ I3  \ i . lRhO 

= nominal >ize of the packing element. cm 

:- acceieraticn due to gra\!ty 

- Grashof numbel-, gd":v2 

= liquid hold-up. cni"lc1n" or holid free hed [eqn.;. (15) aud (1611 

-=  interracial area. cm:cm:' 

-= mars liquid Ron rate pcn~'>:c L!J 

- superficial liquid flow rate. cmiicc 

= radius of the sphere of equivalent volulne lo thc liquid liold-up, cm 

= Reynolds number for random packing == 2a LJau  

;- Reynolds number for veii;cal surfaces ;- 4LJa.u 

-: film thickness - snrface arca of the sphere, cm:! 

= volume of the sphere of cquiwlent volume lo the liquid hold-up, a n :  

= viscosity of the liquid, g/cm sec 

= kinematic viscosity, cmysec 

= density of the liquid, g/cm" 

= voidape of  the packed bed 

R.4 = for mndcm angle 

VS -= for vertical ?url.ace 
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